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Abstract 
Number of train-person crashes in the CR remains constantly very high. Many of these accidents concentrate at localities with 
frequent occurrence of trespassing. In frame of research project AMELIA (Trespassing railway property – research of situation 
and proposal of measures for prevention and mitigation of consequences), the localities with high risk of accidents resulting from 
trespassing were characterized and classified into six basic categories. The typology is supposed to serve as one of the tools 
facilitating formulation of preventive measures in further stage of the project.  
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1. Introduction: situation in the Czech Republic 
Trespassing railway property is rather common, but illegal and highly risky behaviour. It is not technically 
possible to quantitate its frequency, but the scope and seriousness of the problem can be illustrated by yearly number 
of train/person crashes. In the Czech Republic, the data about train – person crashes are systematically collected and 
registered since 2003, when The Rail Safety Inspection Office (independent state body investigating rail accidents 
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and incidents) was established. Since then, the number of crashes with 70–80% mortality has been varying with 
slightly increasing general tendency and sharp peak in 2014 (see Table 1). These collisions occurred on 
9580 kilometres of railways. Although substantial part of crashes is formed by suicides (estimation of Rail Safety 
Inspection Office is about one third of all events – the classification is mostly based on testimonies of engine 
drivers), many incidents still can be ascribed to unauthorized entry to the tracks without suicidal intention.  
Table 1. Train – person crashes in CR 2003–2014. 
Year Accidents Injuries  Fatalities 
2003 228 45 184 
2004 221 51 174 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 
2014 
252 
274 
239 
241 
243 
261 
282 
267 
243 
313 
58 
66 
76 
75 
71 
73 
63 
68 
47 
77 
195 
209 
165 
170 
176 
189 
222 
197 
199 
238 
Source: Rail Safety Inspection Office. 
The definition of trespassing is unambiguous in the Czech law. According to § 4 of the Law no. 266/1994 about 
railways: 
1. Nobody without permission of railway administrator is allowed… enter the railway and places within 
perimeter of railway that are not open to public.  
2. All places at railway and within perimeter of railway are not open to public except:  
a) railway and its perimeter if the railway is running at the road,  
b) railway and its perimeter in the place of crossing with road,  
c) spaces reserved to public, platforms and accesses to platforms and room in buildings within perimeter of 
railway in case that services of railway transport are provided there,  
d) publicly accessible special-purpose roads in railway perimeter,  
e) spaces in minimum distance 2,5 m from axis of outside rail of the railroad.  
 
In spite of this accurate wording, trespassing railway is part of everyday life of many people and illegal paths 
crossing and flanking the tracks are often almost as well beaten as legal level crossings. Nevertheless, with 
increasing speed and decreasing noisiness of trains, trespassing practices become more and more dangerous and 
there is not any system of prevention against it in the CR. To be able to understand various forms of trespassing 
behaviour and formulate tailored measures applicable in Czech conditions, project AMELIA (Trespassing railway 
property – research of situation and proposal of measures for prevention and mitigation of consequences) was 
launched.  
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2. AMELIA project: objective and method 
2.1. Objectives 
The project is primarily aimed not to accidents, but to trespassing itself and localities where such behaviour 
occurs. One of the main goals of the project is to categorize and describe trespassing sites with regard to their 
function, location, layout, users and frequency of trespassing. The purpose is not to quantify them, but to identify 
and define all types. Realization of this goal is the theme of this paper. 
For better understanding of relationship between trespassing and accidents, the second task is identification and 
description of various mechanisms of accidents, pre-crash behaviour and relevant circumstances. The main output of 
the project then will be the list of measures for individual types and subtypes of localities with methodology of 
application.  
2.2. Method 
Starting point – preliminary typology 
As optimal way of gaining information about trespassing problem, Savage (2007) mentions use of camera 
records, both from cameras set up along the right of way and on the front of locomotives. „It would be possible to 
review a sample of the tapes to gain some idea of the locations of trespass, the nature of the persons involved, and 
the activities they are engaged in. “This method was not viable in limited frame of AMELIA project, so combination 
of more sources and techniques was used”. 
The approach used in AMELIA project in some aspects corresponds with C.A.R.E. problem-solving process 
recommended by Community Trespass Prevention initiative (2011, 2006); when trespassing problem is identified, 
survey is carried out to “answer the questions who, what, when, where, why and how in as much detail as possible.” 
However, as the goal of AMELIA is to describe and categorize all types of trespassing localities in Czech Republic, 
and not only in single community, the question of identification is more complex. So as the starting point, to be able 
to handle the problem of trespassing localities systematically, it was decided upon setting simple preliminary 
typology of localities to be further corrected and developed on the basis of field research. 
Available relevant literature was quite brief about characteristics of places of trespassing, most studies follow 
rather occurrence of train/person crashes. The phenomenon of trespassing as such is described in Finnish study that 
was aimed to identification of the sites of frequent trespassing on Finnish railways; cca 100 problematic sites was 
revealed; the trespassers were typically adults and males, and the most frequent motive for trespassing was taking 
a short cut. Trespassing concentrates near big cities where the population density is high and rail traffic is dense 
(Silla and Luoma 2008, 2012). From the point of view of AMELIA project, important information was about old, 
disused level crossings that are still used although it is not legal. Concerning activity of trespassers, most people 
were trespassing while going shopping, jogging, or on their way to school or work (Silla and Luoma 2008). 
Contributing factors issue from environs: city divided into two part by tracks, residential areas, shopping areas, 
leisure facilities and schools located on both sides of the railway lines – that all increase people’s need to cross the 
tracks (Silla and Luoma 2011). 
DaSilva (2011) determines as main circumstances contributing to trespassing occurrence accessibility (poor or no 
fencing, no landscaping, proximity to school, or other heavily trafficked attractions, poor visibility (curve/crest near 
accessible areas, location not easily visible from nearest road or developments), and shortcut potential (fastest way 
between popular destinations). In Turkish study (Özdogan 2006), frequent occurrence of trespassing is ascribed to 
missing pedestrian infrastructure at the outskirts of big cities; trespassing is then everyday and unavoidable thing. 
Silla (2012) summarizes the reasons for trespassing as taking a short cut from point A to point B because the 
authorised route is assessed to be too far away,... related to recreational purposes (taking a walk along the tracks), 
hanging around (drinking alcohol, smoking, applying graffiti) or even to committing vandalism. 
Putting together this knowledge and own experience from previous project ALICE aimed mainly to behaviour of 
road users at level crossings (Tuþka et al. 2013), and familiarity with geographic, urbanistic and societal conditions 
of Czech Republic, frame for further research was created. For construction of basic categories of trespassing sites, 
the approach was taken that combined two aspects: location (stops and stations, level crossings, open track within or 
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outside built-up areas, industrial rails), and main function (everyday, leisure, meetings, lodging). It resulted into 
preliminary typology consisting of five plus one basic categories of trespassing localities: 
 
x Stations  
x Shortcuts of everyday use apart from stations 
x Touristic paths 
x Level crossings  
x Places of meeting or lodging  
x Provisionally unclassified localities  
 
Subsequently, practical examples for each category were identified with help of accident data, interviews with 
experts and study of web pages of interest groups.  
Statistic data 
As previous researches indicate, it is necessary to distinguish among trespassers and victims of train/person 
crashes (e.g. Savage 2007). However, statistics of train/person crashes were necessary to take into consideration in 
the initial phase of the project, to assess the magnitude of consequences of the trespassing problem, and estimate its 
space distribution within the country.  
The records selected from the database of all railway accidents and incidents included only train/person crashes 
resulting from trespassing, and possibly suicides, during 2005–2014. No accidents of passengers ensued during 
getting on/off train, falling out of train, or resulting from adrenalin activities like train-surfing were included. Also 
metro, tram or trolleybus accidents were excluded. Quality of available data varied in time; categories of places of 
accidents (station, open railway, industrial tracks) were distinguished since 2006, age and gender of victim and 
classification accident/suicide since 2010. Yet almost all records contained date, time, location and outcomes (slight 
or serious injury, death) of the accident, which was crucial for the project. 
Electronic map of train/person collisions 
The data were sorted and cleaned from uncomplete records; then for each accident, the GPS coordinates were 
assigned (on the basis of railway number and mileage, and if necessary, also switch number, station head etc.). The 
file was then used as the basis for electronic map of person/train crashes. The map shows, by zooming, clusters of 
accidents or individual accidents represented by icons of different colours by consequences (Fig. 1). Each accident 
can be opened to see basic information (data, time, position). No information about gender, age, or suicide/accident 
distinguishing is included, as the map is accessible by public (http://www.cdv.cz/~kubecek/amelia/index.php).  
 
 
a 
 
b 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Map of train-person collisions; (b) Detail of the map. 
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In the context of the project the map serves as one of the information sources for searching trespassing localities. 
The accidents are often situated at places where the path over tracks is visible even on aerial image (see Fig. 2), or 
big concentration of accidents invites to further investigation. 
 
 
a 
 
b 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Detail of map with visible illegal path in train stop; (b) Detail of map with visible illegal path in town. 
Interviews with experts 
Another important source of information about possible research localities were interviews with experts – 
dispatchers, engine drivers, employees of Railway Infrastructure Administration, police officers, and local 
authorities. Altogether 18 semi structured interviews were carried out (2 mayors, 3 engine drivers, 6 dispatchers and 
stationmasters, 6 police officers, and 1 safety technician). Each interviewee indicated and described 1–12 localities 
where unauthorized presence of persons on the tracks occurs. In total, the survey brought information about 
58 trespassing sites.  
Web pages of interest groups 
Trespassing sometimes arises as a consequence of leisure activities or part of these activities, or may even be 
leisure activity itself. Except touristic maps, maps of technical monuments and field experiences from previous 
projects, information were acquired from www pages of railway fans and urban explorers.  
Field survey 
The sample of trespassing localities was selected so that all categories of preliminary typology were covered with 
several various examples, and included 29 sites. Each site was subjected to inspection of which the aim was to 
answer the questions: 
 
x What is the main function of the path – what the users are doing there or where are they going? 
x What is the layout of the place, walkability, view conditions, intensity and speed of rail traffic? Are there some 
accidents recorded in monitored period (2005–2014)? 
x Why people use this way instead of legal one? Is there any legal alternative, what and how far? 
x What is the frequency and time distribution of trespassing? 
 
Applied methods differed by the character of the site. The layouts, conditions, broader relations of the sites and 
character of legal alternatives were described, measured and recorded in structured forms during inspections and 
detailed photographic documentation was made for each location.  
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To roughly determine the frequency and time distribution of trespassing, interviews with everyday onlookers 
(railway employees, people living in the immediate vicinity) were carried out. At several locations, also counting 
during peak times was done to have more precise information, either with observer on site or with help of camera.  
To enrich the information about the reasons for trespassing, also users were interviewed, wherever possible 
(locations with high frequency of trespassing, up to 10 interviews per site). Respondents in semi-structured 
interviews explained their motives, whether they are afraid of crash and realize that their behaviour is illegal, and in 
some cases gave valuable information about the location and its history.  
For category “Level crossings”, the results of field surveys carried out in frame of ALICE project (Tuþka et al. 
2013) were used. 
3. Typology of risk localities 
When the results of site surveys were processed and characteristics of all localities described, one more category 
appeared against preliminary typology – places of interest. They were originally seen as subcategory of touristic 
paths, but differed substantially in many aspects. On the other hand, several localities fitted in the same time in two 
or more categories. 
3.1. Trespassing in stops and stations 
Trespassing in zone of train stops and stations is very common phenomenon, unfortunately also attended by high 
occurrence of train/person crashes. In the Czech Republic, 37% of all crashes during 2005–2014 happened at stops 
or stations; foreign studies mention proportion up to 30% (e.g. Silla, Luoma 2012; Limosin et al. 2006).  
In the sample of 29 risk localities, 6 was situated in area of stops and stations, though 2 of them belonged, 
regarding their functions, also to other categories. All sites except one experienced one or more accidents in 
monitored period. The set included drain gutter along tracks used as a way from village to platform (official access 
practically parallel, but forcing pedestrians to go uphill and down); path to platform, crossing the railway (subway 
situated at the end more distant from village); or frequented touristic path leading over tracks to platform and further 
to mountains (legal level crossing again at distant end of platform). Alarming case was extremely frequented path 
(114 cases of illegal crossing including 140 persons during 6 hours of observation) crossing ten tracks of the railway 
station, leading from entrance of big enterprise either to platforms or onwards to bus station and town centre 
(underpass 290 m away is sparsely used). Example of extraordinarily faulty layout solution was train stop with 
central platform accessible only via underpass with long and steep stairways. It led only to one side of the station, 
while the other side, where substantial proportion of passengers headed to factory, could only be reached by great 
detour. Getting to the platform legally was difficult for people with limited mobility, impossible for wheelchairs or 
baby prams. Three illegal but intensely used paths were found here. 
Generally, the motives for trespassing were missing, inconveniently placed or otherwise unsatisfying 
infrastructure for pedestrians. Wherever asked, the trespassers were mostly well aware of illegality of their 
behaviour, but only about half of them regarded it as dangerous. Three subtypes can be recognized: 
 
x Illegal path along the tracks, legal access to platforms is longer or less comfortable. 
x One or more illegal paths over tracks due to longer or uncomfortable legal access. 
x Illegal paths over tracks due to inconvenient location of the legal access.  
3.2.  Shortcuts of everyday use apart from stations 
Unlike trespassing in stations, that has relatively limited number of variations, often can be ascertained tenable, 
and solution is usually obvious, shortcuts in built-up areas take infinitely many shapes. These shortcuts can be found 
practically at every logical line between two goals (housing, schools, offices, services, shops, and many others) 
without regard to distance and form of legal way.  
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To the category of everyday shortcuts outside stations, 12 localities were classed. Similarly to stations, the 
opinions on the risk connected with trespassing were different and depended rather on physical condition of the 
respondent; concerning illegality of trespassing, opinions differed by locality – wherever the legal crossing was too 
far (roughly 200 m and more), users were convinced of rightfulness of their behaviour. All sites except two had at 
least one accident recorded in monitored period. The set included four cases of series of illegal paths between legal 
crossings, connecting residential areas with parts of town with other function, all leading over two tracks with high 
train speed. Two shortcuts connecting areas with different functions were more than 450 m far from legal possibility 
of crossing. Three illegal paths were located in place of former level crossings, with legal alternatives meaning 
substantial detour. Very frequented (85 cases including 104 persons during 2 hours of observation) shortcut with 
legal alternative only 50 m far was located at street that was discontinued by railway and ineffectually closed by 
walls. Another path, connecting two parts of town, with two legal alternatives meaning only small detour, was 
located at the dead end of street and intensely used in spite of high risk (poor walkability, high train speed and view 
condition impaired by curve). The last and risky illegal path (three tracks, 120 km/h speed) was situated in 
immediate proximity of newly reconstructed and comfortable underpass; trespassers were afraid of being ambushed 
in the underpass (one assault had happened). Four subtypes were recognized: 
 
x Illegal but justifiable shortcuts, located on the intensely employed route, with legal crossing too far 
x Shortcuts located at place of closed level crossing, footbridge or former street  
x Series of paths among two legal crossings 
x Illegal paths in close proximity of legal crossing (underpass, footbridge) of which the layout does not suit to users 
3.3.  Touristic paths and recreation localities 
Hikes, walks, cycling or picking mushroom are popular activities in the CR and often occurring in proximity of 
railways. 7 localities belonged to the category of trespassing connected to tourism and other recreation activities, of 
which 3 had accident records, and their characters were manifold. The set included two railway bridges, one used 
especially by cyclists to avoid difficult stage of trail and the other by walkers because of missing pedestrian bridge; 
touristic path in the mountains equipped with official touristic signing, leading from central parking place and lower 
station of cableway to the railway station and further to several touristic goals; and shortcut on European cycling 
path officially detouring over bridge and along the railway, while cyclists used old vineyard byroad and went 
straight over railway. Next site was formed by several illegal paths over one track railway in recreation area between 
small town, river, colony of gardens and natural landmark. Predominantly recreational use was observed at 1 km 
long area of riverside industrial tracks. Railway traffic is minimal, but still existing and public is not authorized to 
enter; public nevertheless use it for jogging or walking along the tracks, or sitting on rails, talking and drinking. This 
site can also be categorized as place of interest for some groups, as it is sought after by graffiti artists and urban 
explorers for historical industrial buildings. Another industrial track, located by flooded stonepit, serves in summer 
literally as “railway beach” (see Fig. 3). This unusual utilization is illegal, but not very risky itself. The problem is 
that some of the users get to the place over adjacent main two tracks railway with high traffic, speed 75 km/h, and 
insufficient view. Generally these subtypes could be recognized:  
 
x Illegal paths over tracks that are part of intensely used touristic trails 
x Smaller paths connected to wood footpaths 
x Railway infrastructure substituting missing or insufficient pedestrian infrastructure 
x Railway situated in area used for recreation 
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Fig. 3. (a) Recreational use of industrial track; (b) Trespassing main railway to get to “railway beach”. 
3.4. Places of interest 
The category includes the places that attract various interest groups – urban explorers looking for historical 
railway tunnels, bridges or industrial monuments connected with railway; graffiti artists and sprayers; railway fans 
tracing railway history or simply realizing their hobby of walking along tracks or through tunnels. Unlike other 
categories, this is the trespassing of which the aim is not to get somewhere over the obstacle in form of railway, but 
the goal is railway itself. The frequency of this type of trespassing is usually lower than at other types of risk 
localities, but the risk is often high, especially in case of tunnels or bridges at main corridors.  
Within our sample, 4 sites were classified as typical places of interest. As this type of trespassing is only 
occasional, no counting or interviews with users were done, only inspections. Except for the riverside industrial 
track described in previous category, the sites have accident records: two tunnels on main railway, both obviously 
the aim of graffiti painters (see Fig. 4b), and area of historical steel viaduct (see Fig. 4a). The viaduct itself has not 
been used for railway traffic since 1978, when it was for safety reasons replaced by new bridge built alongside. 
Graceful old steel building (being gradually dismantled) nevertheless attracts visitors that commit trespassing when 
trying to get near (two clearly discernible paths), and also walk on the new bridge and use it as a place from which 
the best photographs can be taken.  
 
a 
 
b 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Technical monument alongside new bridge; (b) Graffiti in tunnel. 
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3.5. Places of meeting or lodging 
The category includes the localities where people (usually of lower social status) meet, drink, or even live there. 
Such places can usually be found at goods stations, under bridges, in abandoned underpasses. The risk arises when 
the users are getting to their places along or over tracks, often drunk or otherwise impaired. 
4 sites were included into this category: primitive camp at clearing among bushes adjacent to main railway, with 
one accident recorded; goods station with distinct presence of homeless people; hideout at pedestal of the bridge 
over main railway, where the accident with two victims was recorded; and meeting place adjacent to path leading to 
portal of tunnel on main railway, with one accident in monitored period. 
3.6. Level crossings 
Although level crossings are in principle open to public, and cannot be therefore marked as trespassing localities 
in the true sense of the word, unauthorized entries occur here when red lights are on, and this is not exceptional 
situation. Beside that, pedestrians and cyclist often create paths in immediate proximity of the crossing that allow 
them to avoid barriers and cross the tracks when red light is running and barriers are down.  
The results of research project ALICE (Tuþka et al. 2013), that mapped behaviour of pedestrians and cyclists at 
level crossings, indicated that only 50% of non-motorised users respected red light warning at level crossings with 
warning lights and only 33% at level crossings with lights and barriers. Others violated rules in various phases of 
warning. In principle, we can recognize these types of unauthorized entry to level crossings: 
 
x At level crossings with warning lights – in initial phase (before train), and after train had passed and red light is 
still on. 
x At level crossings with lights and barriers – in initial phase (before barriers go down), during period of closed 
barriers, and in final phase when barriers go up, but the red light is still on. 
x Illegal path over tracks just alongside level crossing. This situation is often caused by insufficient pedestrian 
infrastructure. 
4. Discussion and conclusion 
In the study, six types of risk localities with occurrence of trespassing were defined. The distinguishing of 
categories is predominantly based on differences between motives of trespassing and partly also on specifics of 
surroundings in which they are located. Together with currently prepared typology of accident courses, the typology 
of risk localities is supposed to facilitate formulation and systematization of preventive measures in further stages of 
the project. 
Combination of research approaches used in the study enabled to cover basic types and main subtypes of 
trespassing localities existing in the Czech Republic, but the authors are aware that with regard to great variety of 
trespassing, the number of sites subjected to thorough field investigation was small. It cannot be ruled out that 
research done on more extensive sample would reveal further subtypes or nuances.  
It should be also noted that the typology is reliably applicable for the conditions of the Czech Republic. The 
nature and forms of trespassing railway property are influenced among others by sociocultural patterns, 
geographical and landscape conditions and local legislation, so that the typology of risk localities presented here 
should be applied only with caution outside the borders of the CR. 
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